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Abstract A lot have been said about the Cell Broadband Engine
Architecture (CBEA), and that the PlayStation 3 Games have not
reached the computing power that this processor supposly has, the
basic question is if it really has that computing power? This video
game console has a Cell Broadband Engine but it also has a hard
drive with 5400 RPM, and only 256 MB of RAM. This paper is in-
tended to reveal the truth about all the ideas that are going around,
about if the Sony PlayStation 3 can be actually a computing tool,
and if it really worths it. Also we will explain the issues of pro-
gramming in CBEA that the reader must consider, if planning to
code for it. The goal of this paper is to establish the comparative
results about scalability using three standard codes tested in the
PS3 to check if it can be used for HPC. Those tests are: AXPY,
DOT, and Matrix–Vector product, also these results are the com-
putational cores of further developments, its second goal is to create
a mini–practical guide for cell programmers.
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1 Introduction

The PlayStation 3 (PS3) is a home video game console produced by Sony Com-
puter Entertainment Incorporated (SCEI). The PS3 was first released in Japan
and North America on November 2006. Shortly afterwards, it was released in
Europe and Oceania on March 2007. This console has a Cell processor, devel-
oped by the STI (SCEI-Toshiba-IBM) Consortium. The Cell processor is the
first implementation of the Cell Broadband Engine Architecture (CBEA), which
is a fully compatible extension of the 64-bit PowerPC architecture.

The Cell processor is a heterogeneous shared memory multicore processor,
with nine computation elements connected by a high-bandwidth bus. Under this
approach to multicore, we have a conventional processor with two cores (Pow-
erPC Processor Element / PPE) to handle the operating system (OS) and control
functions, combined with eight simple cores (Synergistic Processor Elements /
SPEs) for the computationally intensive work [1, 2, 3]. The Cell processor has


